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Stability of Kahler Metrics in Deformations
of Non-Compact Complex
of Dimension Two
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By
Kensho TAKEGOSHI*

Introduction
In deformations of non-compact complex manifolds, not much is known
about the stability theorem. As in deformations of compact complex manifolds (see [5]), it seems to be a fundamental problem to establish some stability theorem in the non-compact case. In this paper, we prove the following
stability theorem.
Main Theoreme Suppose n: JM—*B is a differentiable family of non-compact complex manifolds of dimension two over a ball B centered at the origin
ofRm and the fibre MQ=TC~I($), t=Q^B9 is provided with a Kahler metric. Then
for any relatively compact domain XQ of MQ, any sufficiently small deformation
Xt^Mt=n~l(t), t^B, of XQ admits a Kahler metric. Moreover for given
any Kahler metric on MQ, we can choose a Kahler metric on each domain Xt
which depends differentiably on t and coincides on X0 with the given Kahler metric.
In the case m 3tt->B being a difFerentiable family of compact complex
manifolds of arbitrary dimension, the Main Theorem was proved by Kodaira
and Spencer for Mt using an elliptic differential operator of fourth order ([5]).
On the other hand, in the case dimc Mt = l9 the Main Theorem is more or less
known as a special case of the pseudo-rigidity of Stein manifolds of arbitrary
dimension ([!]). Our method of the proof is based on the theory of elliptic
differential equations of second order on bounded domains with smooth boundCommunicated by S. Nakano, December 15, 1983. Revised March 1, 1984.
* Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.
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ary. But our method can not apply to the case dimc Mt^3.
The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professor S. Nakano for his
constant encouragement and kind advices. He also thanks to the referee
for the improvement of the proof of Proposition 4.
§ 1. Preliminaries

Let n: JM->B be a differentiable family of non-compact complex manifolds of dimension n over a ball B centered at the origin of Rm where n is a
surjective differentiable map of maximal rank. We denote Mt=x~\t) for
t^B. Let TU: 3£->B be a differentiable family of bounded domains with
smooth boundary i.e. each domain Xt=7u'\^(t) is relatively compact in Mt and
its boundary dXt is defined by a real valued C°°-function ht on Mt depending
differentiably on t in such a way that Xt = {ht>0} and the gradient of ht nowhere vanishes on dXt. Then replacing each Mt by a relatively compact
neighborhood of Xt=Xt\JdXt and shrinking B arbitrarily, we can assume
that there exists a diffeomorphism f: JM-*M0xB such that i) pof=n (p: M0xB
~>B) ii) each restriction ft off onto Mt yields a diffeomorphism from Mt onto
M0 and f0=identity iii) each ft maps dXt diffeomorphically onto 9X0. We set
fst=f7l°ft for s and t^B. From now on, we fix the above diffeomorphism/.
We denote by 9-+JH the complex vector bundle of holomorphic tangent
vectors along the fibres of M. We denote by <9*, <9 and /\PO, the dual, the
conjugate and ^-tuple exterior product of O. Let O*(p, q)=(Ap@*)/\(/\q@*)
and let @f(p, q) be the restriction of @*(p, q) to the fibre Mt. We denote by
Cp-q(Mt) (resp. Cp'q(Xt)) the space of sections of class C°° of Ot(p9 q) over Mt
(resp. Xt) and set C*'%7,)=Image (Cp-<(Mt)-+Cp-9(Xty).
We denote by C*-q
q
(3tt) (resp. C*- (3C)) the space of sections of class C°° of 9*(p, q) over Jit (resp.
3£) and set C*«(5v)=Image (C*-*(JK)-+C*-<(%)).
Now we introduce hermitian metrics {ds2t}t^B on the fibres Mt which
depend differentiably on t and from now on we fix this family of hermitian
metrics. Then the inner product ( , )t on the space Cp-q(Xt) is defined by
ds] as usual. Let Lp'q(Xt) be the Hilbert space obtained by completing the
space of sections in Cp*q(Xt) with compact supports under the norm || ||,
=( , ),. Let dt, dt and dt be the ^/-operator, the ^-operator and the ^-operator on Mt with dt=dt+dt. We denote by &t the formal adjoint operator of dt.
We denote again by dt the closed maximal extension of the original dt and
denote by df the adjoint operator of dt in the Hilbert spaces Lp'q(Xt) respec-
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lively. Moreover we consider the restricted Laplace-Beltrami operator Lt=
dt df+df dt in the spaces Lp>q(Xt). These operators are densely defined closed
operators. For a given densely defined operator T: Lp'q(X^U-s(Xt), we
denote the domains, ranges and nullities of T and its adjoint operator T*
by DpT'q, Drr^ RrT's, RPT99 Npfq and Nrfi.
We define the subspace B*«(Xt) of Cp>q(Xt) by
Bp'q(Xt): = {<pt^Cp>q(Xt)\dt ht/\*t ?t=Qon 8Xt}
where *, is the star operator with respect to ds}. The space Bp'q(Xt} describes
the boundary condition of the d-Neumann problem as follows (see [2] (1.3.2)
and (1.3.5) Propositions).
(1.1)

C*«(Xt)nD%; = {<pt^Bp>q(Xt) and

andLt = Ut on Cp'q(Xt)ftDpLq, where D*=^ #t+#t &t is the Laplace-Beltrami
operator associated to ds].
In particular, when q=n (n=dimc Mt)9 by (1.1) we obtain
(1.2)

C>'TO n />!•? = {<Pt^Cp'\Xt) \<pt = 0on dXt} .

Namely in this case the d-Neumann boundary conditions reduce to the
Dirichlet boundary condition. Hence the d-Neumann problem for (/?, n) forms
on Xt is solvable (see Sect. 2., Proposition 1 and Theorem 2). Moreover this
boundary condition is invariant under the transformation /?.
Lastly we define the hermitian form Qt on the space Bp'q(Xt} by
Qt(9t, *t) = (dt <pt* $t *t)t+(#t 9t, *t *t)t+(9t, +t\
p q

for <pt, ^t^B - (Xt) and t^B. Here we remark that
Dlf and df=#t on B*«(Xt) (see [2] (1.3.2) Proposition).

Bp>q(Xt)=Cp*q(Xt){\

§ 2, The Parametrized |p -Neumann Problem
In this section, using the solvability of the ^-Neumann problem for (p, n)
forms on Xt and the vanishing theorem for L2-harmonic (p, n) forms on Xt,
we show that the Neumann operator Nt depends differentiably on t. We begin
with the following estimate (see [2] (3.2.13) Corollary).
Proposition 1 (a priori estimate for (p, n) forms).
function C(t)>0 such that
(2.1)

\\<pt\\\tt ^ C(0 Qt(<pt9 <pt\

There exists a continuous
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Here we denote by || \\Vtt the Sobolev y-norm on the spaces Cp'q(Xt), v=l,
2, •". The following theorem is deduced from the above proposition (see [2]).
Theorem 2 (Solvability of the d -Neumann problem for (p, n) forms). For
each t^B, the nullity NpL'tn of Lt=St df+df dt is a finite dimensional subspace
of Cp'n(Xt) and there exists a unique bounded self-adjoint operator Nt\ LptH(Xt)
-^Lp'n(Xt), which is called the Neumann operator associated to the operator Lt,
such that
1) Dttf=L*-*(Xt)9 RP^DPL^ *&;JJV fr; and Ntf?=N%
2) for any at^Lp'*(Xt), at=St df Nt at+Ht at9 where Ht is the orthogonal
projection onto the space NL".
3) NtLt=LtNt=I-Ht on Dptf and Pt=I-8?Nt9t on Df;-1, where Pt is
the orthogonal projection onto the space N^tn~~l
4) Nt maps Cp>n(Xt) into Cp>n(Xt}
5) for any non-negative integer v, there exists a continuous function C^(t)>Q such
that
(2-2)

llftllv + 2.*^Cv(0 (HD, ^il

<pt e C*-n(Xt) n Dif andt^B.

We first prove the following.
Proposition 3. For each t^B, Lt: Lp'n(Xt)-*Lp'n(Xt)
is surjective and
there exist a neighborhood Wt&$ of t and a positive constant Ct such that
(2.3)

lkll.^C,||if <ps\\5, 9seDi-; andsG Wt .

Proof. First we prove the former assertion. By Theorem 2, 2), we have
only to show

We fix a point t^B.
If #0>0 is sufficiently small, then we can apply
Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 to each domain XttS={ht<d}, Q<d<d0. We
define the homomorphism pt>s: Ni'^-^Ni'? by ptt8:=Htort>8 where rtt8:
Lp'n(Xtt8)-*Lp>n(Xt)
is the restriction homomorphism. Then there exists a
positive constant dl such that pt>8: NL'^-^NL? is an isomorphism, 0<5<51.
The existence of d1 and the injectivity of pt>8 are proved as follows. Suppose
that there were sequences {dk} and {Ottk} such that ^-»0 as k-*^, Ot,k^
NpL*sk, \\Qt,k\\t,sk=l and PitSk(0t,k)=^ Since the value C(i) of the inequality
(2.1) can be taken independently of d if d is sufficiently small, combining Theo-
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rem 2 with the inequality (2.1), ||0^||M bounded. By Rellich's lemma (see
[2] (A.2.3) Proposition), taking a subsequence, Otik converges to some 0t^Lp'n
(Xt} such that Ht Ot=® and 110*11*=! since the inner product ( , )t depends
continuously on t. On the other hand, we recall that <pt^D^n if and only
if for some positive constant C, [(9,, dt^t)t\^C\tyt\\t,
-^t<=Cp'n~l(Xt).
Since d*Sk6t>k=Q, (6t, §&&=<), ^t^Cp'n~l(Xt). Hence Ot<=N%nNpL'F =
{0}, This is a contradiction. The surjectivity of pti8 is proved as follows.
If pt>s were not surjective (0<d<d1), then there would be a non-zero element
cot of Ni'f with (ot_]_ptt8(Ni'^).
Extending the definition of o)t by setting
o)t=Q on Xt>s\Xt, we denote it by o>'. Then since (w{eL*f%3fM) and o>'J_
Nfa, from Theorem 2, 2), o>{=5M d*>s Wt>8 u't. Setting ^?=5?.« #i.s <
(a>,, 6t)t=(dt rM(^0, Ot)t=(rt.t(M9 g* ^),=0 for any Ot^N%. Hence a>,=
0. This is a contradiction. Therefore our assertion holds:
To show ^"={0}, we have only to prove that pt>s: NPL?^-*NPL? is the
zero map for Q<d<dlm For any element 6ti8 of NL'*&, combining the fact
Hn(Xt>s, tip)=Q ([6] Theorem) with the Dolbeault theorem, there exists ??M
e Cp9*~\Xttd with Otti=SttB 7]tts. Hence P /i8 (^/ f a)=0. Therefore we have JVi'*
^{0>.
Next we prove the latter assertion. We may put t=Q. Suppose that
there were sequences {tk} and {<pk} such that tk-+Q as /:->oo9 (pk^Dp^k,
119*11^=1 and \\Ltk 9A||^->0 as &->oo. Since Bp**(Xt) is dense in D|* with
respect to the form Qt (see [3] Proposition 1.2.3 and 1.2.4), the inequality (2.1)
holds for any form contained in Dp£*. Hence we may assume that ||^i|M& is
bounded. Fiom the local invariance of the Sobolev spaces under coordinate
transformations and Rellich's lemma, there exists <pQ&Lp*n(X0) such that
ll/*o
<Pk— 9>oll<r*0 as £->oo in 2 U'S(X0\ Then IWIo>0* On the other
K
r+s=p+n

hand, using \\Ltjpk\\ti-*Q as A-^oo, (9o, S0^0)0^0 for any
Hence 90 e TVl'" = {0} . This is a contradiction.

q.e.d.

Any section <p^Cptq(3£) determines a family {^(9)!^^^} of sections
rt(v)GCp'q(Xt), where rt: Cp'q(T)-^Cp'q(Xt) is the restriction homomorphism.
Given, for each t^ B9 a form <pt^Cp>q(Xt), we say that <pt depends differentiably on t if and only if there exists <p^Cp'q(3C) such that

Given, for each t^B, a linear operator J^ of Lp>q(Xt) into LTtS(Xt)9 we say
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that Af depends differentiably on t if and only if Atrt(<p) depends differentiably
on t for any section <p^Cp'q(3£). Next we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4. The Neumann operator Nt: Lp'n(Xt)-^Lp'n(Xt)
Theorem 2 depends differentiably on t.
Proof.

defined in

By the inequalities (2.2) and (2.3), we get

if 7]s^Cp'n(Xs)r\DpL*, y^O and s&Wt, where Cv is a positive constant not
depending on sG Wt. By Sobolev's lemma (see [2] (A.2.3) Proposition), we
get
(2.4)

k.li..^C,||n.*Jk,
B

M

if 77seC*' (Js)n£>i's , v^n+l— 1 and s^Wt9 where | | / t , is the supremum
norm up to the /-th derivatives on Cp'n(Xs) and C, is a positive constant not
depending on s^ Wt,
Consider a family {<pt\t^B} of sections vt^Cp'*(Xt). We say that
<pt is of class CK in t if and only if all derivatives of <pt with respect to the fibre
coordinates z? and zf are of class CK in t. We denote by II?'9 the projection
of S
CiJ(Xt) onto C*-*(Xt). Since IK'V1)* induces a differentiate
og»+y^2«

isomorphism of ©*(/?, n)\Wt onto 0f(p, «)x W^, <pt is of class CK in t if and
only if for any t^B, all derivatives of n?'*/?*9>* with respect to the fibre
coordinates z? and zf are of class CK in s. If 9^ is of class C* in f for every
J then clearly <pt depends differentiably on t.
By Theorem 2, 4), we have only to prove that <pt:=Ntirt depends differentiably on t for any family {frt\t^B} of sections ^t<=Cp'n(Xt) depending
differentiably on t. We prove this statement in several steps. We first prove
the following assertion.
0

V ^t Is continuous (i.e. of class C°) in t9 then <pt is continuous in t.
Proof.

Weset<p* = W'nfft9s.

By (1.2), we get

(2.5)
Replacing ??s by <ps and 9? — <pf (p? =?>,), we have from (2.4) and (2.5) the following inequalities
(2-6)

Iftl
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^Ci(||/fc ^-^llv.*+ll(D*/R-/R Ds) pJki)
if y>w+/— 1. Since V* is continuous in r and the coefficients of the operator
D* depend differentiably on t, from (2.6) and (2.7), we have

Hence 9^ is continuous in t.
ii) If ^t is of class C1 in t9 then <pt is of class C1 in t.

Proof.

We define the linear operator Fs: Cr(Xt}-*C\Xt} by F,:=f*t Ds

IK'"/?. where Cr(*,)= 2] r Cp-q(Xt).
#+«=

We denote by -^

dt^

the operator ob-

d
dF
tained from Ft by applying - to each coefficient of Ft (l^ju^ni) i.e. - *=(•/- Fs\=t. We define ^
\dSfi,
J
dtfjt,

by (-A- (/*( w)s^\uSp.
*

We set

and

for t+h=(tlt •••, ^_i, r^+A, ^+1, •••, ^).
(2.5) and Theorem 2, 3).

Then ^((A) is written as follows using

(2.8)

Since ^(AJe/Hf for any /z^O by (2.8), applying ^(A) to (2.4), we have
(2.9)

|^(A)li.«->OasA->0,/^0.

This means that <pt is of class C1 in t.
iii)

If -pt is of class CK in t, then <pt is of class C* in t.

Proof. By induction on K, Assume that the statement is true for /c— 1
(/c^2). Let U and V be local coordinate neighborhoods on Mt such that
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t/cFand UriXt^p<t> and let (xl9 •••, x2n) be a system of real coordinates on F.
Then from (2.9) we have
(2.10)

D\<pt,At^ = i>-W n $ - - _ .
Otft

\

\9//4

2n /

) on U

9(

C/fft

//

Q \<TJ

j

where 1^/^m, a =((7^ — , <72w), D°"== II (7:—) and p,=— _ ]>], B PM,*,
f=i \djcf- /

dzA*f\dz^n and so on.

;?!«!

By inductive hypothesis, JV, ( ]lf >M (
V

--

\ dtp,

~^))

1>s

dtp. //

of class C*~l in f. Hence the equality (2.10) implies that <pt is of class CK in f.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.
We summarize the results obtained in this section.
Theorem 5. 1) For any at e Lp**(Xt) and t e 5, at=dtdfNtat.
2) JAe operators Nt: Lp-n(Xt)-*Lp>n(Xt} and Pt: Lp'n-\Xt)-*Lp>n~l(Xt)
differentiably on t.

depend

§ 3B Proof of Main Theorem
We take an exhaustion function <2>0 of class C°° on Af0. Since any relatively compact domain on MQ is contained in a sublevel set {^>0<c}? c&R,
we may replace its domain by such a sublevel set. We take a non-critical
value c of 00 and set XQ={0Q<c}. Extending 00 to a neighborhood of ^0
in c5K and shrinking B arbitrarily, we obtain a differentiable family n\ 3C-+B
of bounded domains with smooth boundary such that ^f^(0)=Ar0. We fix
the diffeomorphism / as taken in Sect. 1. To prove the theorem, we have
only to prove the following assertion.
Assertion. For given any Kdhler metric do2 on M0, there exist a neighborhood W of t=Q in B and a family {ds]=^ gijC6p dz*fi dz^ti}t^w of hermitian
metrics such that 1) ds2t is a Kdhler metric on Xt, t^W and dsl=da2 on XQ
2) the functions gi,ap(Zi, zi9 t) are of class C°° in zh zi and t,
Proof.

Let CDO be the Kahler form associated to do2 on M0. We set
^ =fft

o>*,

Then a>'t is a ^-closed real two form on Xt depending differentiably on t. Since
dimcAff =2, we can apply Theorem 5 to (p, 2) forms of class C°° on Xt. Combining the </rclosedness of o>ft with Theorem 5, each o>' satisfies the following
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differential equations,

s,(n}-x —sA^n?-X) = o
*),
Hence we set

From the equation *)„ cyf is a ^-closed real (1,1) differential form on Xt such
that O)Q=Q) on XQ. Since cyf depends differentiably on t by Theorem 5, 2),
cy, gives a Kahler form on X, for each t^W if W is a sufficiently small neighborhood of f=0 in B. Hence the assertion is now clear. This completes
the proof of Main Theorem.
Remark.

Using Theorem 5, we can prove the following theorem too.

Theorem, Let TU: JA-^>E be a differentiable family of non-compact complex manifolds of dimension two. Then for any relatively compact domain in
M0, any holomorphic line bundle on MQ can be extended to a differentiable family
of holomorphic line bundles on a neighborhood of its domain in JH whose restriction to its domain coincides with the given holomorphic line bundle.
Since the idea of the proof is quite similar to the idea of Sect. 13 in [4]9
the detail is left to the reader.
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